By examining the spatial dimensionality dependence of the scaling behaviour of macrovariables and their fluctuations, the condition for normal fluctuations in non-equilibrium systems is examined. It is found that there is a critical dimension; above which the fluctuations are normal and exhibit Gaussian-Markov behaviour, and below which the fluctuations are non-linear non-Gaussian.
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In the scaling method all lengths~b are scaled by a factor L, while microscopic lengths Qm (lengths < b) are left invariant. The behaviour of yIJ. and ZIJ. is then examined in the limit L-+ 00 (i.e. :b/Qm -+ 00, or the" large scale limit "). Scaling exponents 0l1J. and (31J. for ylJ. and ZIJ.' along with time scaling exponents T and f) are introduced by writing:
In the yIJ. equation:
In the ZIJ. equation:
IJ.
We define further scale exponents:
0l1J. and T are determined by requiring that the macroscopic equations be invariant under scaling.
Fluctuation dissipation theorems, and the assumption that the probability distribution is invariant yields. ( 10)
Equation (9) defines a characteristic length~= yD/v which diverges at the critical point a = B = q. = O.
In the non-critical region~~b, so~is not scaled, which leads to 
Po is density, p is pressure, v is viscosity, Ap = p (y + z) -p (y), and < RR' > is given by the usual (e.g. Landau and Lifchitz) expression.
Applying scaling and requiring a dissipative balance (i.e.: the viscous terms balance the inertial terms) yields (far from any cri tical regions):- 
